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harmonics and interharmonics, which may strongly determine 44
the quality of the power-supply voltage [1], [2]. The estimation 45
of the components is very important for control and protection 46
tasks.
47
There are many different approaches for measuring harmon- 48
ics like fast Fourier transform (FFT), application of adaptive 49
filters, artificial neural networks, singular value decomposi- 50
tion (SVD), higher order spectra, etc. [3]–[7]. Most of these 51
approaches operate adequately only in the narrow range of 52
frequencies and at moderate noise levels. Estimation of the 53
power spectral density (PSD) or simply the spectrum of 54
discretely sampled deterministic and stochastic processes is 55
usually based on procedures employing the FFT. The most 56
often-used spectral-estimation techniques are the following:
57

25
Index Terms—Eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, harmonic analy26 sis, industrial power-system harmonics, inverters, signal reso27 lution, synchronous-generator transient analysis, time-frequency
28 analysis.
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Abstract—The spectrum-estimation methods based on the
Fourier transform suffer from the major problem of resolution.
The methods were developed and are mostly applied for periodic
signals under the assumption that only harmonics are present and
the periodicity intervals are fixed, while periodicity intervals in the
presence of interharmonics are variable and very long. A novel
approach to harmonic and interharmonic analysis based on the
“subspace” methods is proposed. Min-norm and music harmonic
retrieval methods are examples of high-resolution eigenstructure-based methods. Their resolution is theoretically independent
of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The Prony method as applied
for parameter estimation of signal components was also tested
in the paper. Both the high-resolution methods do not show the
disadvantages of the traditional tools and allow exact estimation of
the interharmonic frequencies. To investigate the methods, several
experiments were carried out using simulated signals, current
waveforms at the output of an industrial frequency converter, and
current waveforms during out-of-step operation of a synchronous
generator. For comparison, similar experiments were repeated
using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The comparison proved
the superiority of the new methods.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

29

T

ODAY, the quality of voltage waveforms is an issue of
utmost importance for power utilities, electric energy consumers, and also for manufacturers of electric and electronic
33 equipment. The liberalization of energy markets will strengthen
34 the competition and is expected to drive down the energy prices.
35 This is the reason for the requirements concerning the power
36 quality. The voltage waveform is expected to be a pure sinu37 soidal with a given frequency and amplitude. Modern frequency
38 power converters generate a wide spectrum of harmonic com39 ponents that determine the quality of the delivered energy and
40 increase the energy losses as well as decrease the reliability of a
41 power system. In some cases, large converter systems generate
42 not only characteristic harmonics typical for the ideal converter
43 operation but also a considerable amount of noncharacteristic
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1) indirect approach via an autocorrelation estimate
(Blackman–Tukey);
2) direct approach via FFT operation (periodogram);
3) modified averaged periodogram (Welch).

58
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The conventional FFT spectral estimation is based on a 62
Fourier-series model of the data, that is, the process is assumed 63
to be composed of a set of harmonically related sinusoids. 64
This approach to spectrum analysis is computationally efficient 65
and produces reasonable results for a large class of signal 66
processes. In spite of these advantages, there are several in- 67
herent performance limitations of the FFT approach. The most 68
prominent limitation is that of frequency resolution, i.e., the 69
ability to distinguish the spectral responses of two or more 70
signals. Because of some invalid assumptions (zero data or 71
repetitive data outside the duration of observation) made in this 72
method, the estimated spectrum can be a smeared version of the 73
true spectrum [8].
74
A second limitation is due to noncoherent signal sampling 75
of the data, which manifests itself as a leakage in the spectral 76
domain—energy in the main lobe of a spectral response leaks 77
into the side lobes, obscuring and distorting other spectral 78
responses that are present. Windowing is used to reduce the 79
leakage, but it introduces additional distortions.
80
These two performance limitations of the FFT approach are 81
particularly troublesome when analyzing short data records. 82
Short data records occur frequently in practice because many 83
measured processes are brief in duration or have slowly time- 84
varying spectra, which can be considered constant only for 85
short record lengths. These methods usually assume that only 86
harmonics are present and the periodicity intervals are fixed, 87
while periodicity intervals in the presence of interharmonics are 88
variable and very long [1].
89
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The Prony method is a technique for modeling sampled data
as a linear combination of exponentials. Although it is not a
spectral-estimation technique, the Prony method has a close re93 lationship to the least squares linear prediction algorithms used
94 for autoregressive (AR) and autoregressive-moving-average
95 (ARMA) parameter estimation. The Prony method seeks to fit
96 a deterministic exponential model to the data in contrast to AR
97 and ARMA methods that seek to fit a random model to the
98 second-order data statistics. In [9], a new method of real-time
99 measurement of power-system frequency based on the Prony
100 model is presented.
101
The most recent methods of spectrum estimation are based
102 on the linear algebraic concepts of subspaces and have been
103 called “subspace methods” [10]. Its resolution is theoretically
104 independent of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The model
105 of the signal in this case is a sum of random sinusoids in
106 the background of a noise of a known covariance function.
107 Pisarenko first observed that the zeros of the z transform of
108 the eigenvector, corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue of
109 the covariance matrix, lie on the unit circle and their angular
110 positions correspond to the frequencies of the sinusoids. In a
111 later development, it was shown that the eigenvectors might
112 be divided into two groups, namely, the eigenvectors spanning
113 the signal space and the eigenvectors spanning the orthogonal
114 noise space. The eigenvectors spanning the noise space have
115 eigenvalues that are the smallest and that equal to the noise
116 power. One of the most important techniques, based on the
117 Pisarenko approach of separating the data into signal and noise
118 subspaces, is the min-norm method.
119
To investigate the ability of the methods, several experiments
120 were performed. Simulated signals and current waveforms at
121 the output of an industrial frequency converter as well as current
122 waveforms during out-of-step operation of a synchronous gen123 erator were investigated. For comparison, similar experiments
124 were repeated using the FFT.
125
In this paper, the frequencies of signal components are esti126 mated using the Prony model and the min-norm subspace
127 method.
128
In other publications, the authors investigated different as129 pects of signal analysis in power systems. In [11], the main part
130 was devoted to the investigation of the frequency converter with
131 emphasis to real signals, whereas in [12], only some cases of
132 simulated industrial frequency converters were reported. This
133 paper presents the case of out-of-step operation of synchronous
134 generators, the analysis of waveforms from the power supply
135 of dc arc furnaces, and the detailed analysis of frequency
136 converters as examples of analysis using the Prony and min137 norm methods in power systems.
90

where n = 1, 2, . . . , N ; Tp is the sampling period; Ak is the 142
amplitude; αk is the damping factor; ωk is the angular velocity; 143
and ψk is the initial phase.
144
The discrete-time function may be concisely expressed in 145
the form
146
y[n] =

M


hk zkn−1

(2)

k=1

where

147

hk = Ak ejψk ,

zk = e(αk +jωk )Tp .

The estimation problem is based on the minimization of the 148
squared error over the N data values
149
δ=

N


| ε[n]|2

(3)

n=1

where

150
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91
92

ε[n] = x[n] − y[n] = x[n] −

II. P RONY M ETHOD

139
140
141

Assuming the N complex data samples x[1], . . . , x[N ]; the
investigated function can be approximated by M exponential
functions

y[n] =

M

k=1

(4)

This turns out to be a difficult nonlinear problem. It can 151
be solved using the Prony method that utilizes linear-equation 152
solutions. If as many data samples are used as there are expo- 153
nential parameters, then an exact exponential fit to the data may 154
be made.
155
Consider the M -exponent discrete-time function
156
x[n] =

M


hk zkn−1 .

(5)

k=1

The M equations of (5) may be expressed in matrix from as
 z0
1
 z11
 .
 .
.

−1
zM
1

z02
z12
..
.

−1
zM
2

···
···
···

157

  x[1] 
h1
  h2   x[2] 
 ·  .  =  .  . (6)
  ..   . 
.
M −1
hM
x[M ]
zM
z0M
z1M
..
.

 

The matrix equation represents a set of linear equations that
can be solved for the unknown vector of amplitudes. Prony
proposed to define the polynomial that has the zk exponents
as its roots
M


158
159
160
161

(z − zk ) = (z − z1 ) · (z − z2 ) · (· · ·) · (z − zM ).

k=1

(7)
The polynomial may be represented as the sum
F (z) =

Ak e(αk +jωk )(n−1)Tp +jψk

hk zkn−1 .

k=1

F (z) =
138

M


(1)

M


162

a[m]zM −m = a[0]zM + a[1]zM −1

m=0

+ . . . + a[M − 1]z + a[M ].

(8)
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Shifting the index on (5) from n to n − m and multiplying by
164 the parameter a[m] yield
163

a[m] · x[n − m] = a[m] ·

M


hk zkn−m−1 .

(9)

k=1

165

The (9) can be modified to
M


a[m] · x[n − m] =

m=0

hk zkn−M

M


−m−1
a[m] · zM
k

.

m=0

(10)
The right-hand summation in (10) may be recognized as a
167 polynomial defined by (8), evaluated at each of its roots zk
168 yielding the zero result
166

eM +2

a[m] · x[n − m] = 0.

Min-norm method uses one vector d for frequency estimation. This vector, belonging to the noise subspace, has minimum
Euclidean norm and its first element is equal to one. These
conditions are expressed by the following equations:

(12)

The estimation problem is based on the minimization of the
178 total squared error
N


E=

|e[n]|2 .

(13)

n=M +1

III. M IN -N ORM M ETHOD

180

The min-norm method involves projection of the signal
vector
...

ej(N −1)ωi

197

∗T
d∗T  = Enoise E∗T
 = d∗T Enoise E∗T
noise d
noise  = 1 (19)

and form the Lagrangian

T

.

(14)

Ai si + η,

Ai = |Ai |ejφi .

(15)

198


L = d∗T d + µ 1 − d∗T Enoise E∗T
noise 


+ µ∗ 1 − T Enoise E∗T
noise d .

(20)

The gradient of (20) has the form

∇d∗ L = d − µEnoise E∗T
noise  = 0

199

(21)

where µ is chosen in such way that the first element of the 200
vector is equal to 1. For this purpose, we present Enoise in 201
the form
202
Enoise

onto the noise subspace.
We consider a random sequence x made up of M independent signals in noise.
M


196

(18)



179

si = 1 ejωi

193
194
195

d = Enoise E∗T
noise d
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a[m] · x[n − m] = e[n].

177

x=

(17)

We can express (18) in one equation

m=0

182
183
184

eN ].

(11)

The equation can be solved for the polynomial coefficients.
In the second step, the roots of the polynomial defined by
171 (8) can be calculated. The damping factors and the sinusoidal
172 frequencies may be determined from the roots zk .
173
For practical situations, the number of data points N usually
174 exceeds the minimum number needed to fit a model of exponen175 tials, i.e., N > 2M . In the overdetermined data case, the linear
176 equation (11) must be modified to
169
170

181

...

d∗T  = 1.

m=0

M


{.}T denotes the matrix transpose operation. N − M smallest 188
eigenvalues of the correlation matrix of dimension N > M + 1 189
correspond to the noise subspace, and M largest value (all 190
greater than σ02 ) corresponds to the signal subspace.
191
We define the matrix of eigenvectors
192
Enoise = [eM +1

M

k=1

M


3

c∗T
=
Enoise



(22)

where c∗T is the upper row of the matrix. Hence, c = E∗T
noise . 203
From (21) and (22), it results that the first element of the 204
vector d is equal to µc∗T c. Finally, vector d is equal to
205
d=



1

E
c
=
noise
(Enoise c) .
c∗T c
1

(23)

(c∗T c)

Pseudospectrum, defined with the help of d, is given as

206

i=1

185

If the noise is white, the correlation matrix is
Rx =

M


2
E {Ai A∗i } si sT
i + σ0 I

P̂ (ejω ) =

186

=

1

(24)

w∗T dd∗T w

(16)

i=1

187

1
|w∗T d|2

where I denotes the identity matrix (matrix with 1s on the diagonal and 0s elsewhere), ∗ denotes the complex conjugate, and

where w is defined as
w = 1 ejωi

207

...

ej(N −1)ωi

T

.

(25)
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IV. E XPERIMENTS W ITH S IMULATED W AVEFORMS

Several experiments were performed with the signal
waveform obtained from a typical dc-arc-furnace plant of
211 80-MW nominal power [2]. The supply installation consists of a
212 medium voltage ac busbar with two parallel thyristor rectifiers
213 that are fed by a transformer secondary winding with ∆ and
214 Y connection, respectively. The investigated signal is charac215 teristic for dc-arc-furnace installations without compensation.
216 It consists of a basic harmonic (50 Hz), one higher harmonic
217 (350 Hz), and one subharmonic (25 Hz) and is additionally
218 distorted by a 5% random noise. The sampling interval was
219 1 ms. The signal was obtained by simulation based on real
220 recordings.
221
The signal was investigated using the Prony and min-norm
222 methods. Both the methods enable us to detect all the sig223 nal components using 50 samples (Fig. 1). For detecting the
224 25-Hz component using the Fourier algorithm, approximately
225 ten times more samples were needed.
209
210

V. I NDUSTRIAL F REQUENCY C ONVERTER
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226

The investigated drive represents a typical configuration
of industrial drives consisting of a three-phase asynchronous
motor and a power converter composed of a single-phase halfcontrolled bridge rectifier and a voltage source converter. The
231 waveforms of the converter output current under normal condi232 tions (Fig. 2) were investigated using the Prony, the min-norm,
233 and the FFT methods [11]. The main frequency of the waveform
234 was 40 Hz.
235
Using the Prony and the min-norm methods, the following
236 harmonics have been detected: fifth, seventh, 17th, 19th, 25th,
237 35th, and 41st. It is also possible to estimate the frequency of
238 the fundamental component. Estimation of the main component
239 frequency enables choosing an appropriate sampling window
240 for the FFT.
227

228
229
230

241
242

VI. O UT - OF -S TEP O PERATION OF A
S YNCHRONOUS G ENERATOR

If the machine running in parallel with others is disturbed
from its synchronous-state conditions, the rotor-winding and
the stator-winding fluxes rotate with different velocities. The
246 stator-winding flux generates an electromotive force (EMF)
247 in the rotor winding whose angular velocity depends on the
248 rotor slip. The current in the rotor winding caused by the
249 EMF produces a pulsating magnetomotive force (MMF), which
250 can be resolved into two “rotating” MMFs of constant and
251 equal amplitude revolving in opposite directions. These MMFs
252 are assumed to set up corresponding gap fluxes. The angular
253 velocities of the fluxes are equal to the angular frequencies of
254 the alternating components of the rotor-winding current.
243
244
245

ωf = s · ωs
255
256
257

ωb = −s · ωs

(26)

where ωf is the angular velocity of the forward field component, ωb is the angular velocity of the backward field component, ωs is the angular velocity of the rotating stator field,

Fig. 1. Current waveform at the dc-arc-furnace plant investigation results:
(a) Prony, M = 10, (b) min-norm, (c) FFT, (d) fs = 1000 Hz, N = 50,
fs = 5000 Hz.

and s is the rotor slip. The angular velocity of the rotor ωr is 258
described as
259
ωr = (1 − s)ωs .

(27)

The field components cut the stator conductors at velocities 260
depending on the velocities of the components and the veloc- 261
ity of the rotor. Hence, corresponding EMFs are induced in 262
the stator windings, causing current components to flow. The 263
angular frequencies of the components are ωs and (1 − 2s)ωs . 264
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Fig. 3. Current waveform at the generator output. Duration of the fault is
300 ms (pu).

Fig. 4. Rotor speed of the generator during out-of-step operation (pu).

Fig. 2. Current waveform at the output of a real frequency converter investigation results: (a) Prony N = 200, M = 80, (b) min-norm N = 100, (c) FFT
N = 200, (d) fs = 5000 Hz.

Direct current in rotor windings produces MMFs, which set up
corresponding gap fluxes. The fluxes rotate with the angular
velocity ωr , cut the stator conductors at sleep speed, induce
268 corresponding UMFs, and cause another component of the
269 stator currents.
265
266
267

270

A. Simulation of the Fault Operation

271

In the recent years, simulation programs for complex electrical circuits and control systems have been improved essen-

272

tially. The Electromagnetic Transients Program—Alternative 273
Transients Program (EMTP–ATP) as a FORTRAN-based and 274
an MS-DOS/Windows adapted program serves for modeling 275
complex one- or three-phase networks occurring in drive, con- 276
trol, and energy systems.
277
In this paper, we show investigation results of the fault 278
operation of a synchronous generator powered by hydraulic 279
turbine combined to a proportional-integral-differential (PID) 280
governor system and an excitation system. The excitation sys- 281
tem implements IEEE type-1 synchronous machine voltage 282
regulator combined to an exciter.
283
Generator Data: Salient-pole synchronous generator: 284
200-MVA nominal power, 13.8-kV nominal voltage, and 285
50-Hz nominal frequency.
286


1) reactances: Xd = 1.305, Xd = 0.296, Xd = 0.252, 287
Xq = 0.474, Xq = 0.243 [per unit (pu)];
288
2) block transformer: 210 MVA, 13.8 kV/230 kV, dY , 289
R1 = 0.0027, L1 = 0.08 (pu);
290
3) system: 10 GVA, 230 kV;
291
4) sampling frequency: 200 Hz.
292
Under normal steady-state conditions, a three-phase to 293
ground fault at the transformer output was simulated. The fault 294
was switched on at t = 0. After the fault was cleared, out-of- 295
step operation conditions occurred. In Fig. 3, the current wave- 296
form at the generator output for the short-circuit duration of 297
300 ms is shown; and in Fig. 4, the rotor speed during the fault 298
is shown. The time–frequency distribution of the waveform 299
has been calculated by applying the min-norm method and the 300
window of 40 samples (0.2 s).
301
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step operation of a synchronous machine. The decrease of the 327
frequency differences of the detected current components over 328
time indicates that the generator is leaving the out-of-step state. 329

Fig. 6. Stator current spectrum of the signal in Fig. 3 for t = 4 s after
fault incipience. Detected signal components with frequencies of 48.63 and
52.54 Hz.

In this way, a three-dimensional spectrum has been obtained.
In this paper, only some cross sections of the spectrum are
304 shown to demonstrate the high resolution of the method.
305
At the beginning of the asynchronous running, three cur306 rent frequency components have been detected (Fig. 5).
307 Afterward, the component with the smallest frequency dis308 appeared (Fig. 6). The difference between the frequencies of
309 the two other current components for t = 4 sec. is smaller
310 than the value estimated for t = 2 sec. The decrease of the
311 frequency differences of the signal components over time
312 confirms the trend toward the retrieval of the generator from
313 the out-of-step state.
302
303

314

VII. C ONCLUSION

It has been shown that a high-resolution spectrum-estimation
method such as min-norm could be effectively used for parameter estimation of distorted signals. The Prony method could
318 also be applied for estimation of the frequencies of signal
319 components.
320
The proposed methods were investigated under different con321 ditions and found to be variable and efficient tools for detection
322 of all higher harmonics existing in a signal. They also make
323 possible the estimation of interharmonics. For identification
324 of the asynchronous operation, the frequencies of the current
325 components are estimated. The appearance of additional current
326 frequency components can be used as an indicator of out-of315
316
317
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Fig. 5. Stator current spectrum of the signal in Fig. 3 for t = 2 s after fault
incipience. Detected signal components with frequencies of 43.75, 47.95, and
50.49 Hz.
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